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New from codeRed is our NX DUAL PTT K-B for Baofeng UV-82HP Radios. This unique PTT features a single 
down-lead K connector specifically developed for Baofeng UV82HP. Grey button is for channel A and the black 
button is for channel B. Available now for the Battle Zero, Assault and CQB Nexus Headsets. 

The NX Dual PTT K-B features a Nexus connector (compatible with our pro series headsets and not modular 
series) wired to US NATO standard. The Dual PTT is a metal bodied, waterproof (IP67) submersible PTT. 
Connection to headset is waterproof. Constructed military grade design, not a plastic consumer grade device. 
Metal alligator clip affixes to uniform/clothing.  
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In our previous “Tech Bulletin: Dual PTT 
Overview”, we cover the Baofeng UV-82HP. It comes with 
a dual PTT so you do not have to switch the A/B channel 
button to communicate on the 2 channels. It can also use 
a headset with the standard Kenwood 2-Pin connector, 
our K connector. The NX Dual PTT K-B connected to our 
Pro Series headsets, now allows you to communicate with 
both channels with a single downlead K cord. 

The PTT streamlines the ability for a user to talk on 
multiple radio channels with one communication device. 
The unique design provides direct access to these radio 
channels easily alongside your UV-82HP. Also reduces the 
load on the operator which creates efficiencies for field 
situational awareness. The NX PTT is also compatible with 
our Pro Series headsets that feature a Nexus connector 
which is used in Commercial and Military organizations. 
Available now in the Battle Zero Bone Conduction 
Headset, CQB Speaker Mic with Boom Mic and Assault-Pro 
Throat Mic. 

Now which headset is for you? We willl break it down for 
you on each situational use. 

Assault-Pro Throat mic: Best for stealth situations, throat 
mics will allow the user to communicate with a whisper in 
low noise situations to keep your location and 
communications covert. 

Battle Zero Bone Conduction Speakers with Bone 
Conduction Microphone: Bone Conduction allows you to 
keep your ears open to have perfect situational 
awareness, with the addition of a Bone Conduction 
Microphone so you can still communicate while wearing a 
gas mask or SCBA. 

CQB Speaker with Boom Mic: Single Speaker allows you 
to keep one ear open to promote situational awareness, 
while the Boom Mic gives optimal transmission in high 
noise situations. 

Find these products ready and available on our website. 

THE BAOFENG UV-82HP WITH OUR NX DUAL PTT K-B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GOOD LUCK! 

codeRed Tech Support 


